Preamble:

The great proletarian Cultural Revolution was officially launched in 1966 by Mao Zedong. It called for a complete deconstruction of the “four olds” (old ideology, old culture, old habits, and old customs) of traditional Chinese culture. What followed was a period of endless class struggle, widespread witch-hunting and persecution, massive violence, stagnation of education, collapse of national economy, and extreme ideological and social conformity.

This guide includes:

- Selective titles which provide excellent research information on the Cultural Revolution.
- Please also consult other brochures on major historical periods.

For more information please visit our homepage at www.library.utoronto.ca/east or ask our reference librarian.
The following lists primary materials published during the Cultural Revolution. Please ask our library staff for accessing these items.

**A New Collection of Red Guard Publications**

This collection includes most Red Guard small newspapers that reflect the political and social movements during the Cultural Revolution. It provides invaluable primary sources for scholars studying this subject.

**Part I – Newspapers**

DS778.7H756 1999 (20 Volumes)

**Part II – A Special Compilation of Newspapers in Beijing Area**

DS778.7H7652 2001 (40 Volumes)

**Chou En-lai: report on the work of the government**

Zhou, Enlai

CEZN 1959 c.1 East

**Jiang gu shi**

JGSN 1966 v.1 c.1 East

**China’s great revolution and the Soviet Union’s great tragedy**

Ren min ri bao

CGRM 1967 c.1 East

**Report to the ninth national congress of the communist party of China**

Lin, Piao

LOPL 1969 c.1 East

**Dicision of the central committee of the Chinese communist party concerning the great proletarian cultural revolution**

DOZG 1969 c.1 East

**Hong Wei Bing zi liao mu lu**

Hong Wei Bing资料目录

HWYL 1970 c.1 East

**Kong jia dian er lao ban**

孔家店二老板

KJLW 1974 c.1 East

**Chen Yonggui tan Da zhai jing shen**

陈永贵谈大寨精神

CYXH 1974 c.1 East

**News report on the collective farm: Da zhai.**

Chairman Mao’s theory of the differentiation of the three worlds is a major contribution to Marxism-Leninism

Ren min ri bao

CMRM 1977 c.1 East

**Chinese women in the fight for socialism**

Chi, Pen

CWCP 1977 c.1 East

**Chinese Cultural Revolution Database**

中国文化大革命文库 (Winframe)

This database contains more than 10,000 primary articles published mainly during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). The collection includes newspaper and editorial articles, documents, speeches and important announcements published on Cultural Revolution.

**Ren min ri bao (e-edition)**

An electronic version of the official Chinese newspaper of mainland China. Its coverage includes the critical period of Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976.